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PwC Contribution to Expos
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Expos are complex projects…
Expos are memorable, but complex events

A Great Opportunity…:
• An Expo can be a monumental and magnificent 

undertaking that can have significant positive world, 
regional and local impact.

• An Expo can also bring more immediate and tangible 
benefits to both the host region and community and the 
Expo’s participants.

…But not Without Risks:
• The lack of an accurate investment planning can cost 

organizers millions and months of valuable time.
• While each event is unique, there are many common 

factors that, if understood and properly faced, would 
prevent or lessen many of the key issues that tend to crop 
up again and again in Expos.
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Key features:
• Multi year journey and 6 months 

duration
• Lower brand recognition
• Necessity to engage Countries as 

Expo protagonists
• Different degrees and types of 

support from International 
Organizations

• Lack of best practices and difficulties 
to identify, in the host country, 
professional resources with relevant 
experience on specific topics

• B2B and B2C orientation of the Event



…and need special attention

Relevant areas to be addressed

An international Expo is a business 
and requires careful planning.  
Lack of planning could lead to higher 
costs, delays and, in extreme cases, 

sanctions

A country do not win the Expo but the right to 
organize the Expo and the interaction and 
the involvement of Countries is 

the key for the success of the Event

Societary and organizational model require 
precise definition to avoid overlapping of roles and incorrect 
definition of the governance mechanisms. Outsourcing is key. 

Expo companies have always used external expertise

A consistent promotion, 
marketing and 

merchandising strategy 
(product selection, distribution channels, 
licensees, etc.) allows Expos to get better 

economic results

Expo events require a deep 
technical expertise for 
their development, so State-of-
the-art solutions for operations 
management are key to attract 

visitors and businesses

An accurate investment 
planning ensures the success 
of an Expo, helps to avoid over-

budget that is a real risk

The Theme represents the key of the 
Expo, as "it should represent a key issue 
for humanity and be approached from a 

multitude of perspectives that can reach all 
Participants and visitors". It has to be as 
attractive, consistent and tangible as 

possible
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Expo issues…

Top 10 Issues of an Expo

Issues

Lack of planning

Short-term view

Event attractiveness

Technical expertise

Societary & Org. Model

Regulatory environment

Financing model

Sponsorships

Marketing + 
Merchandising Strategy

Post-event management
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…and Success Factors

Main Key Success Factors of an Expo

The theme of an Expo should represent a global key topic and be approached from a
multitude of perspectives that can reach all Participants and visitors

The Expo should leverage on all those businesses wishing to invest in Expo as a
Thematic or Service Partner, by offering partner companies the unique opportunity to
increase their visibility and promoting their products and services to the public

Starting from classical layout, in which every country has its own, individual space for
presenting its characteristics along with a public area which is shared with other
countries, any innovative feature could be worthy, even in enriching the customer
experience

Attractive and 
consistent 

Theme

Business 
Opportunities

Innovative 
organization

Country’s 
Commitment

Because of its unique opportunity to modernize and innovate the Country, increasing its
appeal and leveraging its excellence, the event must be sustained by Government
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Expo Roadmap

From Candidacy to Post Expo

-6 to -4 -4 to -1 -1 0 +1
 Company start 

up
 Concept and 

project plan
 Registration 

dossier

 Theme 
Development

 Infrastructure  
Develop.

 Financial 
sustainability

 Design of Visitor 
Exp.

 Expo build up 
and mgmt

 Post-Expo 
preparation

 Opening  Expo’s Legacy 
through 
architecture, 
people and  
content

Focus

-7 to -6
 Submission of 

candidate 
application/bid 
dossier 

 International 
relations 
development

-9 to -7
 Concept 

definition
 Design of 

Promotion 
Strategy

 Analysis of 
stakeholders

 Bid dossier

Time to the Event (years)

ClosingStart up Strategic 
Development

OperationExecutionCandidacyFeasibility
Study
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Expo = Economic Accelerator

Business world involvement is key for success

• Expos allow Participants to strengthen their cooperation ties
with the host country and other countries, as well as promote
their excellences.

• Companies can expand their markets by meeting with other
companies and investors and engaging with an international
audience.

• International Organizations and the Civil society have the
opportunity to raise awareness on their causes.

• The Business dimension of an Expo is crucial to:
 increase hosting country attractiveness, economic

development, bilateral trade agreements;
 boost countries’ participation to the Event;
 nurture interest and investment from the national and

international private sector.
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Expo = Catalyst for Business Growth 

Country promotion & business expansion 

Expositions are much more than a world fair or summit. They are large scale 
global events, similar to the Olympics, which:
• stimulate long term investments in a city’s infrastructure and services 
• offer unique opportunities for business expansion up to and following the 

event itself.
Expos attract hundreds of government and business institutions looking to 
leverage on the event for promotion and cooperation.

Expo can be an important platform for companies that choose 
to exploit the Expositions as a meeting and networking place to 

meet companies and international investors.
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Private Partners Involvement
Private partners are key for Expo success

Private partners expected contributions:

A. Capital (financial resources)
B. Goods / services for a specific use 

determined by event organizers.
C. Ideas & content that contribute to the 

development of the Expo theme.

Private companies can have a huge impact on the event success, thanks to their 
sponsorship and contribution to the development of cultural and scientific contents

Goal achievable from Private partners involvement:

1. Minimization of budget expenses. Private 
partners can contribute to Expo financing.

2. Event promotion. Multinational involved in Expos 
have the power to spread the word about the event.

3. Stimulation of the domestic private sector. 
Expos foster business networking.

It is essential to develop a Corporate Engagement Strategy that defines how private 
partners will contribute to the event and what will be their benefits & rights.
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Private Partners Involvement
A strategy for Partners/Sponsors engagement is a key 
success factor for an Expo

Impact on Expo's Financial Model

• Partners/Sponsors engagement as main 
source of revenue (ticketing excluded) and 
unique one during the pre-opening period

• Contribution in Cash or in ViK (“budget 
relieving”)

Key success factors for partner 
recruitment

• Strong Expo Brand (Values)
• Global Marketing Plan
• Competitive selection process
• Partner Management

Opportunities that can attract companies

• Direct collaboration with Expo for theme 
development

• Infrastructure and sourcing
• Collaborations through supply of goods / 

services for visitors or countries

Core elements of the Partner engagement 
strategy

• Partner Hierarchy and Right & Benefits
• Contributions from sponsors
• Target sectors for partnership
• Offering
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Private Partners Involvement
Core elements of Partner engagement strategy 

Contributions from sponsors

• Financial resources and investments

• Contribution in Value in Kind (VIK), meaning services, 
products and technology with an equivalent value which 
will allow the Organizer to reduce costs

• Contribution in terms of development of contents 
(cultural, technological, scientific, etc.)

• Promotion and media visibility that the sponsors bring 
with them, contributing to strengthening the Expo brand 
identity, image and the perception of the Event.

Partner Hierarchy and Right & Benefits

Official partners

Official Suppliers

Sponsors

Global Partners

Partnership category
Official 
Partner

Global 
Partner SupplierSponsor

Ri
gh

t &
 B

en
ef

its

Target sectors for partnership

Agricultural machinery

Seeds & Fertilizers

Food & Beverage Logistics

Marketing

Retail

Offering 

Physical spaces within 
the exhibition site Events

Licensing & 
Merchandising

Co-branding

Services within 
the site

Services for participants 
and/or visitors
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Private Partners Involvement

Participation opportunities for companies 

B2C B2B

For Expo 
(companies that 

directly work with 
Expo or participants' 

Pavilions)

Expo-
related

(companies that 
collaborate with 

Countries/ Partners/ 
Sponsors of Expo or 
that offer services to 

visitors)

THEME                 
Partner/ Sponsor

Services for participant countries and 
Expo Partners / Sponsors (eg. travel & 

accommodation etc.)

Catering 
Retailers 

Hotel 
services

Entertainment 
services

Trade and 
catering services

Licensees of Expo 
branded products

F&B 
providers

SERVICE                    
Partner/ Sponsor

Transport 
services

Ticket 
Resellers

Goods and services for 
the site development

Expo  
suppliersInfrastructure/ Smart 

City
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Private Partners Involvement

Potential areas for partnerships

Physical spaces within the 
exhibition site

Global Marketing Plan and 
initiatives

Licensing & Merchandising

Visibility opportunities  

Business opportunities –
services and visitor experience

Buildings and exhibition areas of the site (physical or virtual) that can 
be equipped and/or sponsored by Potential Partners

Projects (initiatives, events, forums, etc.) provided by the Marketing 
Plan of the Expo may be sponsored / "adopted" by Potential Partners

Co-branded products that can be developed/marketed by potential 
partners, both before and during the event

“Naming” opportunities based on sponsors' financial contribution 
(i.e. branding of  spaces within Expo site, visibility on Expo website)

Several opportunities before and during the Event on the basis of 
potential partner sector (eg. F&B, hospitality, ticket distribution, etc.) 

Infrastructure and Site 
construction

Construction materials and technical infrastructure needed for the 
site can be offered as iconic showcasing projects to Potential Partners 
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Expo = Business Networking Promoter

Leverage for Business Development

The challenge is to extend opportunities also to Small and Medium Enterprises 
in order to generate other revenues and to contribute to the development of the 
national private sector 
Expos attract hundreds of business players looking to leverage on the event for 
promotion and cooperation
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Expo = Business Networking Promoter
Expo Business Matching as a networking promoter
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As a part of its long-term collaboration with
Expo Milano 2015, PwC has already
developed a business exchange platform,
called Expo Business Matching, aimed to
connect companies of the different
Countries participating through B2B
meetings, promoting the development of new
business opportunities

Companies from around the globe can easily register in the Expo 
Business Matching  platform through a dedicated web portal, providing 
information which will assist in the matching of companies into individual 

business meetings.



The PWC Expo Business Matching Tool

Main results of EBM at Milano Expo 2015

+1.500 B2B 
1 to 1

+400 thematic 
roundtables  

+50 Business 
Forums

+100 MOU 
signed

+500 business 
events

+4.000 companies
on board (60% Italy; 

30% ExtraEU; 10% EU)
72 Official Participant 

Countries joined

130 National and 
International aggregators* 

opened an account

* private and public organizations, Regions, Industry associations, banks and financial institutions,
investment agencies and government boards
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In short…
Lessons learned
1. Commercial and Business programs/activities must be planned well in 

advance by the hosting country

2. Countries and their economic operators should be involved in the 
planning and delivery of business initiatives

3. Key Performance Indicators of the business program should be clearly 
defined

4. Institutional activities and economic delegations need to be coordinated 
by each Country/operator

5. The Expo site should include more spaces/locations suitable for multiple 
business needs

6. The Program of Business Events and country’s activities should be 
accessible and visible to all participants and visitors.
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PwC Services for Expos
• Support in the candidacy phase
• Preparation of the Registration Dossier
• Official Advisor of Expo Milano 2015 from 2010, providing strategic, 

organizational and operational advisory services
• Support in the Commercialization and Business Program
• Leading "Expo Business Matching" initiative, first ever Expo B2B platform 

aiming at increasing business returns from the event
• "Expo Astana B2B program" delivered based on Expo Business Matching 

platform
• PwC selected to set-up and manage the Unified PMO of Expo Dubai 2020
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International Association of HorticulturalProducers
Horticultual House, Chilton, Didcot, Oxfordshire,OX11 0RN, United Kingdom  Tel:+44 (0)1235

776 230 | Email: sg@aiph.org | Web:www.aiph.org

VAT number: GB184353007.  Registration number: 546 558178

Vincenzo Grassi
Partner PwC
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